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The Iniemational Limited.

D

THE EVOLUTION OF A
RAILWAY TRAIN

When ihe present management of the Grand

Trunk had replaced the old light rail with the 80-lb

steel, had eased the grides here and there, rebuilt D
many bridges and strengthened others, when they D
had secured a few bigger and better locomotives,

the " International Limited " was introduced. This.

the fast train between Montreal and Chicago via

1 oronto and Detroit, is an attractive train, the finest

and last( ;t in Canada. From year to year the speed

of Canada and all things Canadian has been increased,

and from year to year little inovations and improvements

have Ijeen introduced, in order that Canada's crack

trail! might keep pace with Canada. Nothing has

e\ er been allowed to interfere with the operation of
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the " Inlernalional Limited." Private or official cars

were handled on other train*, or. if of great importance

were run special, rather than to take chance of injuring

the reputation of thf premier train, the chief «lory of

which is to be " on time."

But the very success of the "International

Limited" has made other improvn.,, nts necessary.

The 80-!b. steel put down a few years ago has all

been taken up and replaced with rails that weigh

100 lbs. to the yard. New, heavy and speedy

locomotives have been especially designed and built

for this train, which travels from Montreal to Toronto.

334 miles, every day in the year in 7 hours and 30
minutes. To make this time the locomotive must be

capable of picking up this heavy train between stops

and whirling it along at the rate of a mile a minute.

After providing a roadbed and the power, the

next step was to provide new and heavier cars.

a
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The consist of the " International Limited " it as

follows :
— Combination baggage car, coaches, dining

car, parlor car and !«leeping cars.

The first-class coach< s that are part of this train

are models of modern science and expert work-

manship, being built with a view to the comfort and

Q ease of the travelling public without regard to cos'..

Q In completeness of detail, artistic taste, r.,it <intments Q
and finish they surpass anything of the. kind yet

built in America. They are 68 feet long, of the

wide vestibule ord^r, with steel platform and an

adjustable cover over the steps, making the whole

platform a vestibule. By this means dust and smoke

are excluded, and perfect safety to passengers, while

passing from one car to another, is assured. The

vestibules are also lighted with a powerful light, which

is a most convenient appointment. Each of these

Brst-class coaches have seating capacity for seventy-

a
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two passengers. The interior of these cars are

finished in quartered oak, and are extremely handsome,

set off by trimmings of exquisite design in bronze. A
large and comfortable smoking room is provided,

where lovers of the fragrant weed can enjoy their

smoke with luxurious ease and comfort.

The cafe-parlor cars, sufficient unto their day, are

now replaced fjy standard diners and parlor cars.

These new dint-rs are not only modern. Ijut they are

pioneers in many ways. They arc 70 feet 7 inches

long. \Q\ feet wide, I4A feet high. They are

equipped with six wheeled trucks, fitted with 38-inch

steel Krupp tyres, steel bolsters, high speed brakes

and air signals. The platforms are steel, with wide

standard vestibules. The cars are heated with

steam. A modern range is fitted into the fifteen foot

kitchen.
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Canadas Finest Train.

The lighting system is of the new and improved

"Stone" Electric type, used in the palatial roval car

of the late King Edward, with fixtures, reHectors,

etc., of special design made to correspond with the

furnishings and equipment of the car, giving a novel

and beautiful effect.

D The dining room of unusual length, is of African D
D mahogany of the richest type with a design of Q

Marquetrie, the floor being covered with rich Wilton

carpet. The 30 chairs, are of Mexican mahogany,

upholstered with black leather. The windows of

the dining room are very wide ; the tops are art glass.

The ceiling of these cars are a delicate green, giving

a restful, harmonious effect.

Electric fans have also been installed to insure a

uniform and cool temperature in the warmest weather.

The kitchen and culinary offices have been fitted

with the latest and most improved devices to insure

a
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the best and most expeditious dining service possible,

including hot water tanks and warming tables, and

special arrangements for securing an abundant supply

of water under air pressure. A large Bohn refrig-

erator has also been installed on one side of the kitchen

extending on to the platform, giving a very large

storage capacity with easy access.

The cars are ornamented outside according to

the standard Grand Trunk design.

The tendency to use steel in the construction of

railway cars, grows with the growing scarcity of

hard wood and the desire of the railway to build for

safety as well as comfort.

Steel has been employed in the construction of

the new parlor cars operated on the "
international

Limited
"

These parlor cars are 73 feet long over the end

sills, and of the latest and most improved design, are

a
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equipped with cast-steel body liolsters, extra heavy

beams and steel platforms making their underframmg

practically ind°structable.

The trucks of these cars are equipped with six

wheels fitted with 38-inch steel Krupp tyres and steel

bolsters. Like the dining cars on this train these cars

are fitted with high speed brakes and air signals and Q
heated with steam from the locomotive. The lighting H
system is of the improved type, same as in the

diners, with lamps of original design and made to

harmonize with the other furnishings and interior

equipment of the car.

The "Parlor" of the new cars is finished in

rich African mahogany with inlaid and Marqueifie

design with trimmings of statuary bronze, and the

floors are covered with the finest two-toned green

Wilton carpet with hassocks to match. The chairs

in the parlor of these cars are luxuriously upholstered

^i^;^
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in green plush and those in the smoking rooms in

green leather, and the curtains and other draperies

of the car are cf corresponding tints.

The toilet rooms are covered with inlaid rubber

and equipped with nickeline vvashstands and other

improved appliances for comfort and convenience.

Each of these cars is equipped with a library,

free to the occupants of the car and which contain

the latest books published from time to time.

The question of ecoh^my is always taken into

consideration in the construction of new equipment,

but that is by no means the only question As stated

above the modern railway endeavors always to build

for safety, therefore, the lighting system adopted by

the Grand Trunk is worth more than passing mention.

From the ancient wood stove we got to the coal

burner, and from the coal oil lamp to the various types

of gas lights. The stove was an endless worry to

I'lirliir I.ihrary < 'ar
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railway men, and gas light by no means absolutely

safe; finally we got to an electric system, which is in

use on some of the most important trains in the Old

World. So confident were the railways that they

immediately ripped out all other means of artificial

lighting, relying entirely upon the system now adi (>ted

by the Grand Trunk. The system is safe, economical, g|

clean, reliable, cool, provides power for electric fans, Q
cigar lighters, hair curlers, hot water, cooking and

heating if desired, in fact the English Government has

even gone so far as to use the power in the Govern-

ment postal cars for melting the wax for sealing the

mail bags en route, all without any appreciable erfect

on the motive power. The system is one consisting

of a dynamo driven by a belt from a pulley carried

on truck axle, with two sets of storage batteries,

(also carried underneath the car) to take care of the

lighting, etc., when car is at rest. As soon as a

1
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predetermined speed is attained the dynamo auto-

matically switches over from the batteries and thereby

gives out the necessary supply or the lamps and

fans, etc., and so neatly is this operation performed

that it is impossible to detect by the lighting that such

a change has actually taken place.

The system used by the Grand Trunk in its new

equipment is the same that was installed in the

royal train of the late King Edward the Seventh.

The Pullman cars operated on this train

are some of the finest that this well-known Company

turns out They are of the most modern type, and

include drawing rooms and smoking rooms. The

rooms have toilet facilities with hot and cold water.

The bodies of the cars are beautifully finished, the

woodwork bein? in the most costly material The

ceilings are exquisitely decorated, the upholstery

and draperies being of the finest and in harmony

with the finish.
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The Grand Trunk
Railway System
is the only double track railway between Mon-

treal, Toronto and other Principal cities in

Canada.

FOUR FAST EXPRESS
TRAINS DAIL'i

Between

MONTREAL. TORONTO
and the WEST.

FEATURED

:

Q Velvet running roadbed.

^ Excellency in train eijuipment.

fl Unexcelled dining; car service.

fl Courteou."; alienliun.

*j Magnificent scenic route

^ Parlor and library cars on day trains.

^ Pullman sleeping cars on night trains

The Grand Trunk Railway System is the

longest continuous double track railway in the

world under one management.
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